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Our Vision and Social Impact:
 Develop trustworthy machine learning methods/algorithms that

can cope with imperfect training information like distribution shift,
noisy labels, partial labels, and pseudo-supervision.

 Enable machine learning for real-world applications in imperfect or
adversarial deployment environments such as robust image/video
classification and sample-/label-efficient text classification.
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Distribution shift is quite common nowadays. Supervised learning requires the training
and test data to be identically distributed. In practice, however, it may be infeasible to
collect sufficient test-distributed training data. Learning under distribution shift is aimed
at training a classifier using non-test-distributed data, where the classifier is expected to
make predictions for future test data as if it is trained using test-distributed data.
 Traditionally, solving distribution shift problems requires that the training distribution

must be “bigger” or “wider” than the test distribution. This is an open issue since 1949.
We addressed the open issue and removed the requirement (Fang et al., NeurIPS 2023).

 Continuous distribution shift problems require appropriate reuse of historical data. We
studied the continuous covariate shift case and proposed an online ensemble method
that approximates the optimal model sequence at any time (Zhang et al., NeurIPS 2023).
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 Distribution Shift (DS): There are two levels of DS:
1. Only the data distribution changes, while its support

(the set where the probability density is non-zero)
remains the same;

2. The support of the data distribution also changes.
There are four cases when considering the relationship
between the training and test support:

Results on support shift
(DS solely comes from 
the support mismatch) 

Results on distribution-
and-support shift

 Importance Weighting (IW): IW has been a golden solver for DS problems. IW works as
follows: first, estimate a test-over-training density ratio function to obtain importance weights;
then, train a classifier with the importance weights by weighted classification.

 Motivation: IW requires the support of the test distribution to be included in the support of
the training distribution, i.e., case (i) or (ii). However, this assumption may not be satisfied in
practice. Indeed, cases (iii) and (iv) are more common nowadays but still under-explored.

 Methodology: We proved that the objective of IW is good in cases (i) and (ii) and bad in
cases (iii) and (iv). Then, we proposed generalized IW (GIW) as a universal solver for DS
problems: GIW could handle cases (iii) and (iv) and would reduce to IW in cases (i) and (ii).
We also designed practical implementations of GIW based on the one-class support vector
machine. We finally demonstrated the effectiveness of GIW by extensive experiments on
popular benchmark datasets such as MNIST and CIFAR-20.

Contrastive learning is quite popular nowadays. Supervised learning requires that every
training instance has a label as the model output target. In practice, however, it may be
difficult to obtain sufficient labeled data. Contrastive learning is aimed at training a good
task-independent representation by pairwise similarity/dissimilarity pseudo-supervision.
Then, it is more sample-/label-efficient to train a simpler task-specific decision model.
 Multi-view contrastive learning may suffer from conflicting views. We proposed how to

measure the view disagreement and reweight different views (Xu et al., NeurIPS 2023).
 In knowledge distillation, the teacher and the student have different training data. We

proposed a contrastive network block to address the data gap (Tang et al., ICCV 2023).
 Graph contrastive learning does not consider the node importance. We proposed to

emphasize certain important nodes in learned graph embeddings (Wan et al., TNNLS).

 Continuous Covariate Shift: The test distribution can continuously evolve over time. Hence,
there is a single training distribution but there are many test distributions at different time.

 Motivation: Most existing covariate-shift approaches focus on static covariate shift problems
but struggle to handle continuous covariate shift in the entire sequential prediction process.

 Methodology: We proposed to handle continuous covariate shift using adaptive importance
weighting, where the weights are learned via online density-ratio estimation. We developed
an online ensemble learning method to handle the unknown non-stationary environments. It
works as follows: a set of base models that exploit different lengths of historical test data, and
a meta model that combines them to make the final prediction.

Zhang, Zhang, Zhao & Sugiyama (NeurIPS 2023)

Adapting to Continuous Covariate Shift
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 Multi-View Contrastive Learning: Every instance is present in multiple views; the algorithm
learns view encoders (one for each view) by aligning different views of the same instance.

 Motivation: The multiple views are not necessarily consistent --- quality difference can often
be observed, and different views may even semantically conflict with each other.

 Methodology: We proposed a self-weighted loss that measures the disagreement between
any pair of views and employs the disagreement, so that we can put more/less emphasis on
the useful/unreliable pairs of views.

Xu, Chen, Ren, Shi, Shen, Niu & Zhu (NeurIPS 2023)

Self-Weighted Contrastive Learning among Multiple Views
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 Data-Free Knowledge Distillation: The training data for the teacher network are no longer
available; as a result, the training data for the student network are from the Internet.

 Motivation: The existing methods paid no attention to distribution shift between the original
training data (for the teacher) and the new webly collected data (for the student).

 Methodology: We proposed to dynamically select useful training data among the new webly
collected data according to the weighted mean scores of the teacher and student networks.
Furthermore, we designed a contrastive network block to generate new data for the student
network whose data distribution is more aligned with that of the original training data.

Tang, Chen, Niu, Sugiyama & Gong (ICCV 2023)

Contrastive Learning based Data-Free Knowledge Distillation
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 Graph Contrastive Learning: Every training data is given as a graph; the algorithm learns
graph embeddings (one for each graph) by pushing away (negative) pairs of graph nodes.

 Motivation: The nodes used for constructing negative pairs are uniformly sampled from the
augmented views, but some of them may be semantically positive (i.e., false negatives).

 Methodology: We proposed to adaptively encode the node importance and encourage only
utilizing the most important graph nodes (indeed, most confident/informative negative pairs).
We also proposed an auxiliary polarization regularization to suppress the negative impact of
the false negatives and thereby further enhance the discriminative power.

Wan, Zhan, Chen, Pan, Yang, Tao & Gong (T-NNLS early access)

Boosting Graph Contrastive Learning via Adaptive Sampling
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